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Assessment Critería 5r'ale esmments
lntroduction is well written, brief,
interesting, and compelling. lt
motivates the work and provides a

ciear statement oa the exarnined issue.
It presents and overview of the thesis.

Outstanding
Very gcod
Acceptable
Somervhat cieficient
Very deficient

The conclusion is motivating and
eancise, but marred by linguistic
shoricomings.

2. The thesis shows the authoí's
appropriate knowledge Úa the subject
í!!atteí through the backgraund/review
oÍ literature. The author presents
information from a variety of quality
electronie and print sources. 5Úurces
are relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the thesis
or problem. Primary sources are
included (if appropriate).

*u:standilÉ
Verv good
Acceptable
5omewhaŤ def!cient
Very defi:ient

The thesis displays a very profound
kriowiedge of the subject matter and a

high levei of lechnical expertise. The
author also persuades the .eade. *fthe
value of videoconferencing ir: i*nguage
teaching, basing his argues on very
wide reading and a range of sources

3. The author carefully analyzed the
inf*:":'nation c*llect*d axd drew
appropriate and inventive conclusions
supported by evidence. ldeas are richly
supported with accurate details that
develop the main point. The author's
voice is evident.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptabie
Somewhat deficient
Very deficie*t

Despite the lingulsŤic shortc*xings, the
author is able to persuade the reader of
his exp*rtise and the pedagogical valxe
of this technology.

4, The thesis displays critica! thinking and
avoids simp!istic description or
summary of information.

Outstanding
Verygppd
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficlent

iJery ihoraugh: the resu!t of long
experience and critica! thinking.

:. Conclusion effectively restates the
argument. lt summarizes the main
findings and follows logically from the

Outstanding ! Th* ca*cl*sian adds nothing new, but is
Very good I adequalely formulated.
Acceptable i

Scmewhat deficient
Very deficient

The organization in general is g*+d, but
marred by detaiis *f punct$ation and
gřamffia.-.

í' The text is organized in a iogical
ryténner' lt ll*ÝJs naiurally ar:d is easy
to follow. Transitions, summaries and
corciusicns exist as appropriat€. :he
a*th*r ;'..5e5 staí:dard s3elling=

aÍT!maa, ánd punrtuation.

Outstanding
Yery good
Ac!cEiělle
Somewhat deíicient
iJery de*cient



7. The language use is precise. l*e
student makes proficient use of
language in a way that is appropr"iate
ťor the discip|ine and/or genre in which
t1e stude*t is writing.

Outstanding I the language is rather variab:e, and this
Very good I detracts f:"Ůřn the overall argurne$t'
Acceptable I there are many instances oí
5qrnewba! d-eÍiqe!! | grammatical w*akness, inappropriate
Very deficient I use or omission of articles, a;:d *t**r

Outstanding I !n general this is a very good piece of
Verv good I research, well-organized and correctly
Acceptable ! f+rmatted.

L The thesis meets the general
requirements {farmaiting, chapters,
iength, division into sectaons, etc.).
Refers.lces are cited properly within
the text a:rd a complete refer*nee list
is pravided.

řinal Comments & Questions

This is a very interestii''rg piece of research on a t*pic lelevént to present and future lang*age teaching. The
finished product shows evidence of deep thinking, careful collectiqn of data, and a wide theoretical base. The
problems are in the details, and the result is a product that is VERY GOOD, but could have been outstanding.
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